AN UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF KORAIS
I N SEARCH OF RELEVANT material for an exhibition of letters and documents related to the Balkans and Greece one particular item attracted my attention. In the catalogue of the Diederichs collection 1 in the University Library of Amsterdam I came upon a letter attributed to one K. M. Koimas. 2 Being shown the original I was surprised to notice that the letter proved to be an autograph of Adamantios Korais. I came to this conclusion by comparing the handwriting with other letters and because Koimas stated categorically that the letter was an "idiograph" of Korais. Meanwhile it had become clear to me that and why the collector and librarians had wrongly attributed the letter to Koimas. They had mistaken the ypsilon for an iota. The unknown Koimas was in fact the wellknown scholar Koumas.
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On February 22nd, 1823 the letter was forwarded by Korais to the "Frères Halli, negocians Grecs" in Vienna. From Korais using the singular in his letter I conclude he was probably addressing Theodoros Rallis. 4 This unpublished letter is all about the subscription of Korais planned editions of Plutarchs "Ethics" and "Politics". In the letter under discussion he also stated that he had recently sent the same announcement to Pantoleon Vlastos, 7 also in Vienna Facsimile of Korais's letter. 
